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Advances in information technology, especially internet media, are felt to 
provide many benefits such as in terms of security, convenience and speed. A 
simple example, by using the internet as a supporting tool in booking/reserving 
tickets (airplanes, trains), hotels, paying telephone bills, electricity, has made 
consumers more comfortable and safe in carrying out their activities. Based on 
the verdict file of the criminal case that was tried at the Padang District Court, 
it was known that the defendant was Andrio Agusta Pgl. Rio is 39 years old, 
Muslim, Indonesian citizen, male, and lives in Talago, Taeh Bukik Village, 
Payakumbuh District, Lima Puluh Kota Regency, West Sumatra. Normative 
legal research is doctrinal legal research, also called library research or study 
documents. On March 4, 2021, Br. Andrio said goodbye to Payakumbuh and 
then the witness asked for his money and Fee from their two businesses, but the 
witness was only promised that it would be followed up and resolved in court 
because the existing provisions were clear. If it is found that there is an alleged 
criminal act of threatening through technology, it can be seen whether the action 
taken really fulfills the element of intentionally, without rights, sending 
something that contains threats of violence or intimidation. Mr. Andrio said 
goodbye to Payakumbuh and then the witness asked for the money and Fee 
from their two businesses but the witness was only promised by the Defendant 
while the money and fees had never been given even the Defendant Andrio 
Agusta never returned to see witness Annisa Yohana Fitri to the rented or came 
to see witness Annisa Yohanna Fitri. . Every time Witness Annisa asks for 
money that the Defendant has borrowed, the Defendant immediately sends 
Witness Annisa her photo containing/violating decency via Whatsapp. The 
application in Decision Number 636/Pid.Sus/2021/PN.Pdg has been 
implemented properly.  
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